Tailor-Made Winter Newsletter
Welcome to Winter and our latest edition of our Newsletter.

Tailor-Made Financial Services

With the financial year end fast approaching and the recent Federal Budget there has
been a lot happening (not to mention pandemics etc).
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In this edition we provide a diverse mix of articles ranging from end of financial year tips,
investing for kids and relationship break-up entitlements, with the common thread that we
want to enable our clients with knowledge.
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A change that is hot off the press relates to those people who are receiving a
superannuation income stream, also known as an allocated pension. The government has
just announced that they will keep the minimum amounts you must draw at the same level
as 2020/21 (these are half the normal rates and please note these are minimums only).
To mark the opening of our dedicated Canberra Office – until 31 August we are waiving
our Initial Meeting Fee for people who book in to meet at our Canberra Office (located in
Barton), who have been referred to Ben Hatcher by existing clients.
Our Financial Services and Credit Guide has been updated for your information (Version
11.0) and is provided for you on our website: https://tmfs.com.au/fscg (hard copies
available).
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If you would like to discuss any of the issues raised in this newsletter, please don’t hesitate
to contact us. In the meantime, we hope you enjoy the read and stay warm!
All the best,
Tailor-Made Team
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